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Edinburgh's Lauriston Castle became the backdrop of a new TV series presented by social
activist Darren McGarvey which aired on BBC Scotland last night

Edinburgh's Lauriston Castle stars in
new Darren McGarvey TV doc on
class wars

A new documentary called 'Class Wars' has aired on

BBC Scotland - featuring Edinburgh's stunning

Lauriston Castle.

The new series is presented by Darren McGarvey - an

author of the popular book Poverty Safari, rapper,

and social activist- and explores the issue of class

across Scotland.

Over the course of a four-part series, the Glaswegian

tries on tweeds, goes out on a grouse moor, and

explores how class is entrenched in sports such as

cricket and polo.

Meeting a wide range of people along the way, he gets

acquainted with upper-class Edinburgh journalist

Hugo Rifkind over a game of croquet in the capital,

where they discuss what 'separates him from the

lower classes.'

Mr Rifkind talks about how 'privileged' people in

Edinburgh and across the country often 'aren't

considered truly Scottish,' because of their slightly

English accent, leaving them feeling 'detached from

their origins.'

Lauriston Castle serves as ‘the base’ for the

documentary with Darren to return to the castle and

its grounds throughout the four episodes.

In the latest episode last night, he is given a lesson on

social etiquette from a castle butler.

The show also features music from the rapper, with

the first episode featuring some of his song Run To It

with a video by Brian ‘Gasp’ Adams.

Want to be first to know what's going on in

Edinburgh? Join our Facebook group All About

Edinburgh to stay in the loop and share your

stories.

Darren says in the intro: “I have spent a lifetime railing

against the middle classes…but I am at a crossroads.

In this series I’m seeing how others live and I’m

starting to question my own social class.”

“So is class a thing in the 21 st Century? Are we all

born equal or are some born more equal than

others?”.
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Darren McGarvey posing for his new BBC show Class

Wars  (Image: BBC)
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